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It's Never Too Late to Begin Again
With vulnerability and integrity, Lance speaks clearly
to women from all walks of life, bringing them
credible hope that lights the way to faith, miracles,
and a fulfilling life. (Motivation)

Progressive Stenographer
To Begin Again
The Parliamentary Debates (Authorized
Edition)
What should we be buying in health care, anyway?
BEGIN AGAIN NOW answers this neglected but critical
question from clinical, business and historical
perspectives and proposes a new system of service
based on translation, evidence, teams, informatics &
continuous improvement. It shows how we can bridge
the gap between what we know & what we do.

Begin Again
“Reminiscent of Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye.”
—The New York Times “One of the best books I have
ever read…will live in the hearts of readers for the
rest of their lives.” —Colby Sharp, founder of Nerdy
Book Club “An emotional, painful, yet still hopeful
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adolescent journey…one that needed telling.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “I really loved this.”
—Sharon M. Draper, author of the New York Times
bestseller Out of My Mind This deeply sensitive and
“compelling” (BCCB) debut novel tells the story of a
thirteen-year-old who must overcome internalized
racism and a verbally abusive family to finally learn to
love herself. There are ninety-six reasons why
thirteen-year-old Genesis dislikes herself. She knows
the exact number because she keeps a list: -Because
her family is always being put out of their house.
-Because her dad has a gambling problem. And
maybe a drinking problem too. -Because Genesis
knows this is all her fault. -Because she wasn’t born
looking like Mama. -Because she is too black. Genesis
is determined to fix her family, and she’s willing to try
anything to do so…even if it means harming herself in
the process. But when Genesis starts to find a thing or
two she actually likes about herself, she discovers
that changing her own attitude is the first step in
helping change others.

Lovingkindness
Begin Again: A Stay Novella
Is your life where you want it to be? We all have
struggles and challenges in life. Whether they are of
our own making or not, things don't always work out.
Sometimes, we just give up on our dreams and goals.
But it doesn't have to be that way! God is a God of
new beginnings, and throughout the entire Bible, we
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read about people who were stuck, disappointed, and
faced impossible situations--people God freed.
Rosalinda Torres Rivera challenges us to Dare to
Begin Again. Using stories from her own life, other
people, and biblical times, Rosalinda offers
inspirational, down-to-earth advice on beginning
again. Each chapter tackles a different issue where
you may be "stuck"--such as an inability to forgive,
trust, or hope--and examples of people who overcame
similar challenges. Practical tasks at the end of each
chapter walk you through a DARE challenge (Decide,
Allow, Rise, Enjoy) to help you move closer to a fresh
start. Rosalinda is the daughter of Victor Torres, an exgang member from Brooklyn, New York, and his wife,
Carmen, founders of the New Life For Youth ministry.
She has seen more than twenty thousand people get
out of tough situations and turn their lives around.
"They're people whose tales of transformation prove
God is still at work," she says. "He's written and rewritten their life's chapters--and He's willing to do the
same for you." It takes a commitment, but with the
help of God, inspiring, true stories, and practical
applications, you can Dare to Begin Again.

Begin Again
The poignant and fascinating story of a young man
who is caught between the breakup of the traditions
of a northern Japanese aristocratic family and the
impact of Western ideas. Portraying himself as a
failure, the protagonist of Osamu Dazai's No Longer
Human narrates a seemingly normal life even while
he feels himself incapable of understanding human
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beings. Oba Yozo's attempts to reconcile himself to
the world around him begin in early childhood,
continue through high school, where he becomes a
"clown" to mask his alienation, and eventually lead to
a failed suicide attempt as an adult. Without
sentimentality, he records the casual cruelties of life
and its fleeting moments of human connection and
tenderness.

Harper's Weekly
Ready for a fresh start? If the past as being bring you
down, the past way out of it and to a new beginning is
journaling. This simple 6x9-inch, lined journal has
plenty of room for your feeling, thoughts and plans for
living the life you want and deserved. Treat yourself
and give as a gift to a friend or family member.

Learning to Begin Again:
No Matter How Hard the Past Is, You Can
Always Begin Again Buddha
Anton Rheba, Barbara's father, is in love with Clara
Haines, his secretary, but she is married to Ronald
Haines. Michael is asked to help with the situation as
a human-relations expert, and Barbara tries to help
also, without being asked. Contrasting a new love
with a mature love, the portrayals are of the human
spirit, amid the passionate and overpowering forces
that destroy the soul and grind ambitions to dust. As
a record of a life dedicated to come as near to
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complete happiness as possible, in spite of the
vexations that beset us all, the climax is the true test
of the greatest controversial issue of all time.

The Masterpieces of Charles Paul de
Kock
To Begin Again signals the arrival of an important new
voice. In words that are as wise as they are
comforting and as universal as they are specific,
Rabbi Naomi Levy tells us how to survive, emotionally
and spiritually, when we feel overwhelmed by grief,
loss, or life itself. Her book provides a safe harbor
where we can begin to reconstitute our lives. Where
do we find the strength to rebuild our lives after
difficult times? Is it possible to recapture our hope?
Our innocence? Our faith? The answers, never simple
but always inspiring, are indeed found in this
wonderful book. Naomi Levy was a bright, cheerful
fifteen-year-old girl who awoke to the devastating
news that her father had been shot. His senseless
murder shattered her belief in God and left her feeling
helpless and full of rage. But, in time, she learned to
fight her way through the darkness to conquer her
heartbreaking pain. She describes, with humor and
extraordinary honesty, how she managed to emerge
victorious over sorrow. Later, in her years as the rabbi
of a congregation in Venice, California, Levy quickly
learned that her own painful experiences were not
unique. Many of her congregants had also
suffered--divorce, addiction, rape, loss, illness. They
too had searched long and hard for ways to bring joy
back into their lives. A natural and engaging
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storyteller, Levy weaves together her own story and
the struggles of her congregants with the ancient
lessons of great sages. She offers up exquisitely
simple prayers, which--no matter what our religious
beliefs--remind us that we are far, far stronger than
we ever imagined. What emerges is a remarkable
tapestry that teaches us how to mend our hearts and
souls. To Begin Again is a book that will be passed to
friends when tragedy strikes, a book that will rest at
our bedside tables during troubling times. It is a
testament to the human spirit--to the undying
strength that enables us to make our way through
whatever darkness we may face and begin living once
again. From the Hardcover edition.

Dare to Begin Again
Life Can Begin Again
I Can Begin Again will take you into the complex and
perplexing mind of an adult who bears the scars of
child abuse. It was the voices of abused children both
past, present, and yet to come who beckoned the
author to tell her own story of childhood sexual abuse.
For thirty years God would not let her rest until she
finally listened and obeyed His call on her life to reach
out and help others who are stuck in the grips of this
devastating affliction. This very personal story will
help the adult, who was abused as a child, to
understand who they are and why they behave the
way they do. It will prove that they do not have to
remain stuck in their pain and it will show them how
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to reclaim the power that was stolen from them as a
precious, innocent child. This revealing account will
encourage those who have endured any type of abuse
to believe they can do more than just survive . . . they
can begin life again! The author also brings insights to
those of you who live with one who has been
wounded by child abuse. It is her hope that
understanding will bring healing to relationships that
are often torn apart because of the confusing
behavior of the abused adult/child. She will also open
the eyes of abusers who have no clue what they are
actually doing to their precious, innocent victims. It is
her prayer that her story will save other innocent
children from becoming victims. There are many
subjects covered in this book, and everyone who
reads it will take from it something of value. Please
won’t you join the author as the Master Artist guides
her brush as she paints the canvas of her life for you?
Cry with her, laugh with her, and be touched . . .
perhaps even changed . . . by the power of her
incredible story. And then share it with others
—everyone knows someone who has been abused.

Dare to Begin Again
Originally published: New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010.

Genesis Begins Again
"Learning To Begin Again: Daily Reflections On
Recovering And Renewal" presents a cognitive skill
set based on the author's extensive experience as
well as the teachings of spiritual leaders from both
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Eastern and Western traditions. It details and
elucidates specific personality traits and qualities that
are believed to be essential in leading a successful
and contented life. During times of turmoil and
distress it is vital for individuals to create structure
and to focus on specific objectives to get them back
"on track." Such a structure is presented here with
practical activities, affirmative thoughts and
motivating commentary to guide and support the
reader as they cope with emotional confusion and
daily uncertainty and frustration. This is not just
another "self-help","feel-good" clich, rather, "Learning
To Begin Again" offers a new way of viewing the world
with practical skills that will encourage growth and
advancement. www.walterskipwatts.com

I Can Begin Again
It's never too late for a new beginning. Look closely
and you'll see that theme all through the Bible. Page
after page, God delights in turning tragic endings into
new beginnings. A childless woman conceives in her
old age; a fearful, self-conscious shepherd becomes a
leader of millions; and a prostitute becomes a wife
and mother in the lineage of Christ. Every biblical
fresh start reveals the amazing, awe-inspiring hope
we have for our own new beginnings in God's plan for
our lives. In YOU CAN BEGIN AGAIN, bestselling author
Joyce Meyer explores the beauty and infinite supply of
God's love and grace. Through inspiring stories,
Scriptural principles, and her classic practical, lifeapplication approach, Joyce powerfully demonstrates
that God isn't done with you yet. If you're stuck in a
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rut, disappointed by an outcome, hurting from a
wound, failing in an endeavor, struggling in a
relationship, or unsure about the future. . .don't give
up. Don't give up on yourself, and don't give up on
the God Who loves you and offers you a new
beginning today.

To Begin Again
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Jennifer Probst comes a new story in her Stay
series. Chloe Lake is finally living her dream. As the
daughter of the Governor, she’s consistently in the
spotlight, and after being dubbed the Most Eligible
Bachelorette of NYC, both her career and personal life
has exploded. Fortunately, her work as an advocate
for animal welfare requires constant publicity and
funding, so she embraces her role and plays for the
camera—anything for the sake of her beloved
rescues. But when a big case is on the line, she’s
faced with the one obstacle she never counted on: the
boy who broke her heart is back, and in order to gain
justice, they need to work together. Chloe swears she
can handle it until old feelings resurface, and she’s
faced with a heartbreaking choice. Will this time end
differently—or are they destined to be only each
other’s first love—instead of forever? Owen Salt fell
hard for Chloe when he was a screwed-up kid in
college, and spent the next years changing himself
into the man his grandfather believed he was capable
of. But when his career led him across the country, he
knew he needed to leave the woman he loved behind.
He’s never forgotten her, but as the new darling of
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the press, now, she’s way out of his league. When
work brings him back to fight for justice by her side,
he swears he can handle it. But he’s never really
gotten over his first love—and he wants one more
opportunity to prove he’s a man who’s worthy. Can
Owen convince the woman who holds his heart to
take a second chance on forever—or is it too late for
them both? **For fans of Jennifer Probst’s Stay series,
Begin Again is book five in that series.** **Every 1001
Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new
readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And
for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We
hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

Inside Out & Back Again
Report
Ann Lauterbach's ninth work of poetry, Or to Begin
Again, takes its name from a sixteen-poem elegy that
resists its own end, as it meditates on the nearness of
specific attachment and loss against the mute
background of historical forces in times of war. In the
center of the book is a twelve-part narrative, "Alice in
the Wasteland,"inspired by Lewis Carroll's great
character and T.S. Eliot's 1922 modernist poem. Alice
is accosted by an invisible Voice as she wanders and
wonders about the nature of language in relation to
perception. In this volume, Lauterbach again shows
the range of her formal inventiveness, demonstrating
the visual dynamics of the page in tandem with the
powerful musical cadences and imagery of a
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contemporary master.

Begin Again Now
"Julia Cameron has inspired millions with her
bestseller The Artist's Way. Now at the age of sixtyfive, she shows her contemporaries how retirement
can be the most creative and fulfilling stage of life
yet. For some, retirement is a day to work toward with
anticipation. Others approach retirement with greater
ambivalence. While the newfound freedom is exciting
and filled with possibility, the idea of retirement can
also be very daunting. You are in a unique position to
explore yourself and your desires from a place of
experience. But the line has been drawn in the sand:
The life that you have known has changed, and the
life to come is yet to be defined. This book is a twelveweek course aimed at defining--and creating--the life
you want to have as you redefine--and recreate--yourself. Filled with essays, tools, and
exercises to be done alone or in groups, this toolkit
will guide and inspire retirees wishing to expand their
creativity. This fun, gentle, step-by-step process will
help you explore your creative dreams, wishes, and
desires--and quickly find that it's never too late to
begin anything"--

Begin Again
Christians have always turned to the Sermon on the
Mount for inspiration. In Life Can Begin Again, Helmut
Thielicke, himself one of the great preachers of the
twentieth century, comes to grips with what is often
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seen as a collection of lovely but impossible ideals.
Thielicke makes it clear that the Sermon on the Mount
can never be understood if, even for a moment, we
forget the person of the Preacher of the Sermon. For
without the person and work of Jesus Christ the
marvellous words of the Beatitudes and the
injunctions that follow them are the most radical and
devastating distillation of God's claims that can be
conceived - they leave us in utter hopeless dismay.
Only through Christ can these words of the law
become the glorious Gospel that promises a new life.
Once again, as in his other best-selling works How the
World Began and The Prayer that Spans the World,
Thielicke brings profoundly biblical religion alive for
modern readers.

You Can Begin Again
Emery Larsen didn’t mean for this to happen. Years
into her relationship with Lauren, Emery recognizes
that things have gone a bit…static. While she doesn’t
doubt that she and Lauren still love each other, Emery
can tell that something is definitely off. And she can
also tell that the problem isn’t coming from her. Until,
that is, Emery’s past saunters into her present,
bringing with it reminders of what could have been.
The moment Emery lays eyes on Burke Calloway, her
memory retreats to their long-ago big chance. Time
and women have come and gone since then, but
Emery has never forgotten the sparks she felt all
those years ago. Caught between her present and her
past, completely uncertain of her future, Emery
fumbles to find her own truth amidst the chaos of
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falling for someone she never thought she would see
again…while still loving the woman she thought she’d
be with forever.

A Complete Collection of State Trials and
Proceedings for High Treason and Other
Crimes and Misdemeanors
Through a series of poems, a young girl chronicles the
life-changing year of 1975, when she, her mother, and
her brothers leave Vietnam and resettle in Alabama.

Begin Again
Maybe youve lost a loved one. You can begin again.
Maybe youve been terminated by a long-time
employer. You can begin again. Maybe youve been
devastated by a horrendous natural disaster. You can
begin again. Maybe youve suffered from an ugly
divorce. You can begin again. Maybe youre a leader
standing before a fractured congregation. You can
begin again. Wherever you are and whoever you are,
your tragedy is not your undoing. This is the practical
and uplifting message that Pastor Christopher C.
Moore brings to light as he explores some of the great
components of Nehemiahs God-centered leadership
that fueled him to complete the rebuilding project of
the walls in Jerusalem. Just as the Lord empowered
Nehemiah, hell do the same for you. Whatever scope
of life youre in, you can trust God to empower you to
restart and rebuild your life when circumstances tear
you down.
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A Complete Collection of State Trials and
Proceedings for High Treason and Other
Crimes and Misdemeanors from the
Earliest Period to the Year 1783, with
Notes and Other Illustrations
In this inspiring book, Sharon Salzberg, one of
America's leading spiritual teachers, shows us how
the Buddhist path of metta, or lovingkindness, can
help us discover the radiant, joyful heart within each
of us. The author draws on simple Buddhist teachings,
wisdom stories from various traditions, guided
meditation practices, and her own experience of
practice and teaching to illustrate how each one of us
can cultivate love, compassion, joy, and
equanimity'the four "heavenly abodes" of traditional
Buddhism.

Begin Again, Believe Again
Welcome to The Ludzecky Sisters, a brand new
contemporary romance series from NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author Kathryn Shay. These six beautiful
blond sisters try to make their way in the world after a
tragedy strikes their family. Each book has a cameo
appearance by one of the sexy heroes from Shay’s
beloved O’Neil series. BEGIN AGAIN tells the story of
Paulina Ludzecky who, since her husband died three
years ago, runs a contracting business with her twin,
Antonia. She’s ready to dip her toes in romance, when
she meets Adam Armstrong, the architect on the new
music hall her company is building. For Adam,
opposites attract and he’s drawn to this no-nonsense,
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down-to-earth girl next door. She’s equally interested
in him though he’s too different from her to settle
down with. But alpha male Adam has other plans for
Paulina and isn’t about to let her go, even when
Paulina has trouble with committing to him. Sex, yes!
Love, no! This second chance at love story will tug on
your heartstrings. If you like sisters in love stories,
New York City romances and family saga romances,
try the rest of the books in The Ludzecky Sisters:
PRIMARY COLORS, RISKY BUSINESS, THE WAY WE
WERE, HANDLE WITH CARE and LOVE STORY. Praise
for Kathryn Shay romance novels: “Kathryn Shay
writes some of the cleanest prose around, and it’s my
belief she’d make the Yellow Pages sound interesting
if the phone company put her on staff. And Ms. Shay
knows her way around a steamy love scene.” The
Romance Reader

How Heroes of Fiction Propose and how
Heroines Reply
Our hearts as women were made by God for
relationships. Why is it, then, that the thing we most
deeply desire—relationships—becomes the source of
so much pain? Difficult marriages, the loneliness of
being single, problem children, abusive employers,
fractured friendshipslife's realities are often very
different from the dreams we dreamed for ourselves
as girls. How do we live with this beautiful ache for
relationships in a world that doesn't always
work?When we've been betrayed, how do we trust
again? When we've been disappointed, how do we
hope again? When we've been terribly hurt, how do
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we love again?In this honest, intimate, and
transformative book, counselor Sharon Hersh helps
you gain a new, truly biblical perspective on
relationships that can help you endure the heartaches
and still come up living wholeheartedly, loving with
abandon, and daring to hope and believe. The stories
of the women in this book, including that of the
author, are signposts that point you beyond the
sometimes devastating problems of life to the deep,
rich reason and root of all relationships, both good
and bad: God's desire for relationship with you.In
Sharon's words, “Relationships are not the
destination—they are the path to something more.”

Begin Again
You Can Begin Again
Is your life where you want it to be? We all have
struggles and challenges in life. Whether they are of
our own making or not, things don’t always work out.
Sometimes, we just give up on our dreams and goals.
But it doesn’t have to be that way! God is a God of
new beginnings, and throughout the entire Bible, we
read about people who were stuck, disappointed, and
faced impossible situations—people God freed.
Rosalinda Torres Rivera challenges us to Dare to
Begin Again. Using stories from her own life, other
people, and biblical times, Rosalinda offers
inspirational, down-to-earth advice on beginning
again. Each chapter tackles a different issue where
you may be “stuck”—such as an inability to forgive,
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trust, or hope—and examples of people who
overcame similar challenges. Practical tasks at the
end of each chapter walk you through a DARE
challenge (Decide, Allow, Rise, Enjoy) to help you
move closer to a fresh start. Rosalinda is the daughter
of Victor Torres, an ex-gang member from Brooklyn,
New York, and his wife, Carmen, founders of the New
Life For Youth ministry. She has seen more than
twenty thousand people get out of tough situations
and turn their lives around. “They’re people whose
tales of transformation prove God is still at work,” she
says. “He’s written and re-written their life’s
chapters—and He’s willing to do the same for you.” It
takes a commitment, but with the help of God,
inspiring, true stories, and practical applications, you
can Dare to Begin Again.

Reform. The Debate on Mr. Baines' Bill in
the House of Commons, on May 3rd and
May 8th 1865
An addictive, sexy read that you can't help but
devour." - Anna Todd, author of the After series He
makes the rules. She breaks them all. A new start. It's
the only thing keeping Allie Harper going, when she
packs up her life and moves across the country to
Woodshill, Oregon. She's about to start college,
desperate to leave the ghosts of her past behind her.
Even if that means never talking to her parents again.
Now the hard part - finding an apartment before
classes start. Just when it seems she'll have to live out
of her car, Allie visits one more place. It's beautiful.
With one exception: can she stand being roommates
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with campus bad boy Kaden White? Sure, Kaden is
sexy with his tattoos and careless attitude, but he's
also an arrogant jerk. With nowhere else to go, Allie
moves in. The first thing Kaden does is make a set of
rules. Either Allie obeys, or she's out: 1. Don't talk
about your girl problems. 2. Keep your mouth shut if I
bring someone home. 3. We will NEVER hook up. Easy
enough, thinks Allie. Who would want to get involved
with a brute like Kaden? But the more she gets to
know him, the more she sees beyond his gruff facade.
He, too, is harboring some painful secrets. For Kaden
and Allie, it gets harder and harder to ignore the
sparks between them. And the lines between the
rules start to blur Begin Again is a beautiful romance
that shows us just how possible it is to start over. To
find freedom in heartbreak and love in the most
unlikely places. About the author: Mona Kasten was
born in Germany in 1992. Before devoting herself to
writing, she studied Library and Information Science.
She lives with her husband, cats, and countless books
in northern Germany. She loves all forms of caffeine
and taking long walks in the woods. Her favorite days
are the ones when she can block out the world and
just write. Mona loves to interact with her readers on
Twitter @MonaKasten. Her website (in German) is
www.monakasten.de

A Complete Collection of State Trials and
Proceedings for High Treason and Other
Crimes and Misdemeanors from the
Earliest Period to the Year 1783
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To Begin Again
You Can Begin Again
Despite the odds stacked up against them, the
Remnants seem to be surviving in the Rock's harsh
environment while living peacefully with the
inhabitants, but this new world still has its set of
problems that Billy cannot handle.

Or to Begin Again
Begin Again
Begin Again
This allegorical tale provides a contemporary spin on
the biblical story of The Woman at the Well. The
reader is taken on a journey with Samaris, who
experiences the turmoil of losing her father, losing her
family and losing the respect of her neighbors. She
experiences more loss through five divorces and
various forms of abuse, while losing her identity. She
is lost and there is no one to point her in the right
direction. The very area she lives in seems to be
cursed, and every relationship seems to end in more
turmoil. Samaris finally meets a stranger who helps
her to take the first step in the right direction. Each
chapter includes an inspirational message from the
author encouraging the believer to take hold of Gods
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promises. You will experience the magnificent flow of
praise and worship throughout the book as you read
the lyrics to songs sung by the late Evangelist Sheree
Williams, and others written by the author.

No Longer Human
Half-hours with the Best American
Authors
Begin Again is about the adventures of a young newlywed couple whose life is drastically interrupted by a
silent a killer. It chronicles the aftermath as our 25
year-old heroine copes with sudden single-hood and
parenting alone. Begin Again sets the stage for you to
apply anecdotes and strategies to push your way to
victory despite the dissenting odds. You will be
overcome with emotion as you cheer on our heroine
to achieve a triumphant life through transformation.

You Can Begin Again
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • James Baldwin grew
disillusioned by the failure of the civil rights
movement to force America to confront its lies about
race. In our own moment, when that confrontation
feels more urgently needed than ever, what can we
learn from his struggle? “In the midst of an ugly
Trump regime and a beautiful Baldwin revival, Eddie
Glaude has plunged to the profound depths and
sublime heights of Baldwin’s prophetic challenge to
our present-day crisis.”—Cornel West We live,
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according to Eddie S. Glaude Jr., in a moment when
the struggles of Black Lives Matter and the attempt to
achieve a new America have been challenged by the
election of Donald Trump, a president whose victory
represents yet another failure of America to face the
lies it tells itself about race. From Charlottesville to
the policies of child separation at the border, his
administration turned its back on the promise of
Obama’s presidency and refused to embrace a vision
of the country shorn of the insidious belief that white
people matter more than others. We have been here
before: For James Baldwin, these after times came in
the wake of the civil rights movement, when a similar
attempt to compel a national confrontation with the
truth was answered with the murders of Medgar
Evers, Malcolm X, and Martin Luther King, Jr. In these
years, spanning from the publication of The Fire Next
Time in 1963 to that of No Name in the Street in
1972, Baldwin transformed into a more overtly
political writer, a change that came at great
professional and personal cost. But from that journey,
Baldwin emerged with a sense of renewed purpose
about the necessity of pushing forward in the face of
disillusionment and despair. In the story of Baldwin’s
crucible, Glaude suggests, we can find hope and
guidance through our own after times, this Trumpian
era of shattered promises and white retrenchment.
Mixing biography—drawn partially from newly
uncovered interviews—with history, memoir, and
trenchant analysis of our current moment, Begin
Again is Glaude’s endeavor, following Baldwin, to bear
witness to the difficult truth of race in America today.
It is at once a searing exploration that lays bare the
tangled web of race, trauma, and memory, and a
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powerful interrogation of what we all must ask of
ourselves in order to call forth a new America.
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